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FLAT CAT
The FLAT CAT™ is a game-changing new putter grip that puts the 
feeling of “SQUARE” in the palm of your hands.

Why FLAT CAT?

Did you know that from 5 feet, if your putter grip is open just 
2 degrees, you’ll miss the putt?

The FLAT CAT™ is a game-changing new putter grip that 
puts the feeling of “SQUARE” in the palm of your hands.

Ensuring your putter face is square to your intended target 
line is the key to making putts. FLAT CAT™ Golf’s patent-
pending Flat1™ design enables every golfer to square their 
hands, square their shoulders and square their putter face to 
the intended target line.

FLAT CAT’s design creates a seamless connec�on between you and the face of 
your pu�er. This connec�on is obvious the first �me you hit a pu� and is a true 
game-changer. Just like other defini�ve technological advances in golf 
equipment, FLAT CAT�� grips will become dominant pu�er grip for anyone 
serious about the game of golf. If you don’t put a FLAT CAT�� grip on your pu�er 
right away, you must not want to shoot lower scores.

HANK HANEY, Legendary Golf Instructor
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FLAT CAT
The FLAT CAT™ is a game-changing new putter grip that puts the 
feeling of “SQUARE” in the palm of your hands.

PUT THE FACE OF THE PUTTER 
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HANDS!

Our FLAT1TM design squares the face of the pu�er 
to the intended target line!

Tradi�onal Le�-Hand Low Saw Claw

Size Product # Height Width Length Core Weight

Slim 8702 1.14’’ .89’’ 12.17’’ 0.58 44g

Standard 8703 1.42’’ .99’’ 12.17’’ 0.58 68g

FAT 8704 1.58’’ 1.14’’ 12.17’’ 0.58 88g

BIG boy 8705 1.73’’ 1.24’’ 12.17’’ 0.58 103g
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SPIDER DIVOT TOOL
A better repair tool? As incredible as it seems, this is an entirely 
new approach to green repair.

Mini

Twister

Execu�ve

YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE THE RESULTS!

® Be�er for greens
® Marks are always properly repaired
® No sharp ends or dirt in your pocket
® Amazing results with no skill
® Unique design
® Magne�c ball marker
® Milled Aluminum Built to Last a life�me
® Makes a great gi� for your next tournament

Before A�er

A better repair tool? As incredible as it seems, this is an entirely 
new approach to green repair. It is a simple push/pull action 
that makes ball mark repairs easier, quicker and better. With 
the Spider Divot Tool, you simply remove the protective cap, 
insert the metal legs into the ball mark and pull upward with a 
twist. The patented technology of the spider easily pulls the 
damaged area flush with the putting surface. Tamp it and 
you’re done! Better for the golfer and better for the golf course!

The spider is a revolutionary approach to repairing greens. It is 
a simple design that is so effective it requires no skill 
whatsoever. Push it in, twist a bit while pulling, and the result it 
a perfectly repaired mark. The design of the Spider keeps the 
dirt out of your pocket without any damage to your clothing 
from sharp points. The spider also provides a convenient 
magnetic ball marker with a recess in the casing that can be 
used around the green to keep grips off the ground. The Spider 
is uniquely effective and great for the greens.
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TECHNOLOGY
YOU CAN FEEL

The Pro Release™ reverse taper design is thinner at the top with a gradual 
thickening for the bo�om hand. This creates a more natural feel in your hands - 
similar to the tapered handle of a baseball bat - which allows you to easily grip 
(not hold) the club with your finger�ps - just like the Pros

The 3rd genera�on Pro Release™ grips are made from a special polyurethane 
elastomeric compound versus natural rubber, which provides a much so�er and 
be�er feel for player feedback. The grip is a two-piece design, similar to a leather 
wrap grip; and the grips are more tackier providing a be�er non-slip all-weather 
performance.
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PRO RELEASE GRIPS
The Pro Release™ reverse taper design is thinner at the 
top with a gradual thickening for the bottom hand. 

GEN 3
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HANDICAP 0-5 6-11 12-17 18-25

Increase in driver swing speed +4.5 km/h +7 km/h +22 km/h +28 km/h

Increase in distance on drives +6 MTRS +9 MTRS +12 MTRS +16 MTRS

Increase in distance on 7 - Iron +3 MTRS +6 MTRS +8 MTRS +10 MTRS

Shot dispersion % reduc�on 6% 9% 12% 18%

PRO RELEASE GRIPS
The Pro Release™ reverse taper design is thinner at the 
top with a gradual thickening for the bottom hand. 

The Pro Release™ grip is designed to provide improved performance for the low & mid handicap and to 
prevent the be�er player from "ge�ng stuck" while crea�ng a more powerful release at impact. With the 
grip's smaller diameter, the grip is carried in the fingers as most good players do and not in the palm, which 
restricts the release causing loss of distance and control. The Pro Release also provides addi�onal benefits 
for players that cannot grip a tradi�onal size grip due to joint afflic�ons, such as arthri�s as well as for 
players with smaller hands, such as ladies and juniors.

Of those surveyed, there were many features and benefits of the Pro Release that golfers liked. Some said 
the grip increased their distance by an average of 9 yards; the grip also improved their feel for chipping and 
their short game; and players felt more in control when swinging their driver using the grip.

Of the Pro Release grip users surveyed, 83% said it improved their total game, 71% said it reduced or 
eliminated their slice, 51% said their wedge play was much improved, and 29% said they now draw the ball 
instead of slicing it.

These new game improvement grips allow golfers to fully release the club and generate maximum club head 
speed through impact.

Feel Grips are USGA and R&A Conforming and fit standard golf sha�s

What Improvements Can You Expect?*

GEN 3

*Based on test golfer of various skill levels and feedback from our customers. Individual results may vary

The 3rd genera�on Pro Release™ grips are made from a special polyurethane elastomeric compound versus 
natural rubber, which provides a much so�er and be�er feel for player feedback. The grip is a two-piece 
design, similar to a leather wrap grip; and the grips are more tackier providing a be�er non-slip all-weather 
performance.

Some of the key features and benefits of the Pro Release grip are:
Ÿ Immediate increase in distance
Ÿ Grip design provides faster release, more control and accuracy.
Ÿ Power genera�ng release at impact for players who carry the club deep in the slot
Ÿ Smaller diameter in the top hand allows the grip to fit in your fingers, not your palm thereby reducing 

distancerobbing tension
Ÿ Sha� end of grip is thinner, providing flexibility to build up the sha� with grip tape and match each 

individual's unique grip preference
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MAGNETIC HAT CLIP BALL MARKERS

The magne�zed ball marker is a�ached 
to the metal clip via a strong magnet.

The metal clip slides easily onto any hat 
or belt while carrying the ball marker for 
easier reach.
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